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1. OPENING THE PARASOL
Step 1
Connect two-section central pole of the
parasol by inserting one section into
another and tighten it by turning the
screw clockwise.

Step 2
Gently, without using any force, extend
the parasol’s central ribs in the opposite
direction of the position of the central pole.

Step 3
Push the parasol’s crown up, until the
parasol opens to a desired height.

Step 4
Secure the parasol by inserting the safety
pin into provided hole positioned on the
upper end of the central pole.

2. CLOSING THE PARASOL
Step 1
Remove the safety pin while ﬁrmly
holding parasol’s crown.

Step 2
Gently, without using any force, lean
the ribs towards the central pole by
lowering the parasol’s crown.

Step 3
Loosen the screw by turning it
counterclockwise and disassemble
parasol’s central pole by pulling up
the top part of the parasol.

3. NOTICES
IMPORTANT NOTICE!
Opening and closing the parasol in any way not speciﬁed in
these instructions is not recommended. While opening and
closing the parasol pay attention to persons and objects in
the vicinity.

4. PROTECTION AND SAFETY
• Parasols provide protection from the sun.
• Safe to use in winds up to 7.9 m/s wind speed. Using the
parasol beyond the above mentioned wind speed is not
completely safe and it needs to be closed.
• Parasol must be ﬁrmly ﬁxed to the parasol base (tighten the
base screw into the hole on the parasol's central pole).

5. WARRANTY
Warranty does not cover any mechanical, abrasive and
chemical abuse or any other damages caused by improper
warehousing and distribution, improper cleaning and handling
or similar improper activities that could result in damaging the
parasol or parasol cover or any of their parts.

